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The convolution/superposition algorithm for computing dose from photon beams in radiation
therapy planning requires knowledge of the energy spectrum. The algorithm can compute the dose
for a polyenergetic beam as the weighted sum of the individual dose contributions from monoen-
ergetic beams. In this study we exploit interface effects apparent in the dose distributions to dis-
criminate among spectra of high energy photon beams. We have studied the sensitivity of the depth
dose distribution to the energy components using a hypothetical beam for various field sizes and
depths in water and water–lung–water media. Six theoretical spectra were simulated. We compared
depth dose data from these spectra using three quantitative measures which are inherently free
of normalization ambiguities: for homogeneous water, the ratioD20/D10 and a logarithmic deriva-
tive in the buildup region LDbuild-up and for inhomogeneous lung/water, the lung correction factor
~CF!. It was found that the ability of both the CF and the LDbuild-up tests to discriminate between
the various theoretical spectra were superior to that of theD20/D10 test. This discriminating power
of the CF test decreases with increasing field size due to restored electronic equilibrium. The
CF test, though, has some advantages over the LDbuild-up test since it is less prone to electron
contamination issues and numerical errors. A practical example with a 15 MV photon beam
illustrates the process. Consequently, we suggest that as part of a beam-commissioning methodol-
ogy, designated electronic disequilibrium test cases be implemented in unambiguously determining
the correct energy spectrum to be used. ©2004 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.
@DOI: 10.1118/1.1637731#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Modern dose calculation algorithms for treatment plann
attempt to better account for the details of the radiation tra
port. One major implementation difference between
newer algorithms and the previous semiempirical type of
gorithms is explicit energy dependence. An example of
algorithm requiring the spectrum of a linac as input is t
convolution/superposition1–4 method. It is not a simple tas
to unambiguously identify the energy spectrum producin
given dose distribution. Even starting with a spectrum o
tained through one of several methods, typically there is
tuning of the spectrum to match the measured dose d5

This is because all methods to solve for the spectru
whether they are direct or indirect, have limitations. Fir
direct measurements are impractical and difficult.6–8 Also,
the inverse radiation transport problem, whether it is ba
on transmission measurements,9–14 transmission with
build-up measurements,15 or linear combination of monoen
ergetic data,16–18 is ill-conditioned and any approach can
264 Med. Phys. 31 „2…, February 2004 0094-2405 Õ2004Õ31
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best yield an approximate solution. Moreover, the Mon
Carlo simulation of the treatment head of a linac to gener
photon beams is sensitive to the input parameters such a
various machine specifications.19–23 Hence, one ends up re
lying on a trial-and-error approach to find a spectrum t
will yield the measured dose data.

This process of fitting a spectrum normally uses dose d
measured in homogeneous water.5 Commonly, works on
spectral determination, in addition to limiting their process
homogeneous water data,5,24 show few fits to measured dos
data, or even a single comparison to a tissue-maximum-r
or TMR for a single field size,9 for the purpose of their
presentation. Though very informative about their method
ogy, it is not possible to ascertain how appropriate their sp
trum is in more complicated irradiation situations. But,
fact we will see in a simulation that for the common situati
of a water-equivalent medium, there are a number of ene
spectra producing essentially the same dose via
convolution/superposition algorithm. The quantitative det
mination of equivalent dose in this case is assessed via
264„2…Õ264Õ13Õ$22.00 © 2004 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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265 Charland et al. : Spectral discrimination in photon dose data 265
normalization-independentD20/D10 test.25 Since the
D20/D10 test is not a very good discriminator of spectra, o
objective is to introduce new tests for quantitatively dist
guishing energy spectra through the examination of ass
ated depth dose data.

We demonstrate that the physics of radiation in an in
mogeneous medium provides information that can be use
enhance spectral discrimination. Using a lung correction f
tor ~CF!-type test, we are able to quantify our results in
homogeneous media. This test shares normalization inde
dence withD20/D10. The validation of any dose calculatio
algorithm requires a comprehensive set of test cases.26 With
the use of convolution/superposition as a powerful ma
ematical method for dose calculation, appropriate tes
needs to be elaborated and criteria allowed to evolve. Su
testing effort has been recently presented with the use
variety of irradiation conditions and the inclusion of inhom
geneous media to verify the accuracy of the convoluti
superposition method.27 The inhomogeneous phantoms
this case were intended as a postvalidation of the algori
rather than a test for spectrum discrimination. In this stu
we will propose a methodology for discriminating a spe
trum based on the physics of radiation in inhomogene
media.

In addition to theD20/D10 and CF tests, we will also
investigate the possibility of using data from the build-
region of a dose curve in a water homogeneous medium
order to discriminate spectra producing these doses. In o
to access the information contained in the build-up regi
we have devised the LDbuild-up test which involves a logarith
mic derivative of the depth dose curve. The usefulness
such a test is suggested by the philosophy behind the CF
we can obtain physical information about spectra from
doses they produce following an interface such as water/l
or air/water. The LDbuild-up test shares in common with th
D20/D10 and CF tests the absence of normalization dep
dence. A practical example for a 15 MV photon beam m
ing use of the CF test is included to illustrate the poten
application of the process.

II. METHODS

In order to demonstrate the tests for resolving spec
hypothetical dose data have been calculated via
convolution/superposition algorithm. The algorithm was f
ther used for a practical example.

A. Dose calculation algorithm

There exist various implementations of the convolutio
superposition algorithm for a polyenergetic spectrum. In
component implementation used in this paper~Appendix A!,
the energy dependence is left explicit as opposed to prea
aged. That is, the dose is computed as a fluence-weig
sum of monoenergetic beams. This allows appropriate m
eling of beam hardening. It also makes iterative spectr
fitting easier. The algorithm has been written inFORTRAN,
and implemented inside the in-house UMPlan 3D treatm
planning system. The algorithm is a modified version
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 2, February 2004
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Mackie’s original convolution algorithm,1 allows fine grid
dose calculations, and includes various implementation
tures. The energy deposition kernels~EDK! used in this work
are tilted and were Monte Carlo generated.1 The kernels are
density scaled in regions of inhomogeneity during super
sition. In reality, the spectrum varies off-axis. In our study
single central axis spectrum with only an off-axis softeni
correction was used. In some implementations, it is poss
to have different spectra to improve the fit to measured d
over a large range of field sizes and wedges.5,24 The electron
contamination term contained within the UMPlan version
the algorithm was turned off for this investigation. ‘‘Electro
contamination’’ throughout the paper refers also to low e
ergy photons present in the main spectrum resulting fr
contaminant electrons.

The calculation of the component convolutio
superposition algorithm for an arbitrary energy spectrum
prohibitively expensive in calculation time. Since calcul
tions are always performed via numerical methods on co
puters, we always deal with a discretized version of the
ergy spectrum represented by binned data. In order to ob
good results, one requires a large number of discrete bin
accurately model the energy spectrum and, because
convolution/superposition algorithm is a linear process,
calculation time increases linearly with the number of bin
Given current computing power, the time needed to obt
satisfactory results for the dose distribution is impractical
planning optimization.28 In order to improve computationa
performance of the convolution/superposition algorithm,
have arbitrarily chosen to replace the physical spectrum b
small number of components. This replacement, which le
to great economy of calculation, also produces clinically
ceptable results for dose across a wide range of comm
field sizes. We expect our results to hold for multiple co
ponents for a reason which we will expand on in Sec. IV. T
proposed methods are also applicable to the polyenerg
approximation of the code~Appendix A!. A single set of data
generated with the polyenergetic approximation of the co
was used for illustration and comparison.

B. Simulation method

Our objective is twofold. First, we would like to demon
strate that the doses produced by several different set
discrete spectra in the convolution algorithm are essenti
degenerate from the point of view of theD20/D10 test. Then,
we will demonstrate that the CF and LDbuild-up tests help to
break this degeneracy. We proceed to do this via a simula
with six different sets of discrete spectra.

1. Test spectra

The simulation used hypothetical beams generated
varying the weights of three fixed energy bins. We have
lected: 0.5, 2.0, and 10 MeV as representative energy b
The weights of these energies have alternatively been
signed the values 0.1, 0.3, and 0.6, so that six different sp
tra were generated with the weights normalized to un
Both homogeneous water and water–lung media served
platform for the testing. The water-lung media consisted
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water with 6 cm lung of 0.3 density relative to water insert
at a depth of 4 cm. The study was completed for
33 cm2, 535 cm2, 10310 cm2, and 20320 cm2 beams
with 90 cm source–surface distance~SSD!. Central axis
depth doses were calculated for each theoretical spec
and phantom.

For a single field size, i.e., 333 cm2, the simulation was
repeated with the polyenergetic implementation of
convolution/superposition algorithm. The aforementioned
spectra were used as input for both the terma calculation
for the fluence–weighted preaveraging of the kernels. To
count for the hardening of the beam,29 three kernels were
used per beam. The kernels were calculated at depths
10, and 20 cm in water.

2. Dose normalization in water

The D20/D10 ratios, defined as the ratio of the dose
depth of 20 cm to the dose at 10 cm, have been calculate
the water depth doses of each of the theoretical spectra.
D20/D10

25 ratio is an alternative to the TPR20/TPR10
30 ratio.

The D20/D10 ratio was one of the parameters used
Lydon24 for the commissioning of a commercial convolutio
algorithm, and we will simply refer to it as theD20/D10 test.

The depth dose curves in water have also been norma
to their area under the curve~NA!. The depth dose curve
were imported into the computational packageMATH-

EMATICA ~Wolfram Research Inc., Champaign, IL!. An inter-
polation function was generated for each of these curves.
tail of the depth dose for depths beyond 30 cm was fit to
exponential of the formA* exp(-B*depth). Such a fitting
function is believed to be a good choice representative of
real physical situation. Depth doses can be fitted to a sum
exponentials, one of which is expected to be dominan
greater depths. To do the exponential fit, data from 26 to
cm depth were used. An overlap of the fit with the data ga
us confidence in the fit beyond 30 cm depth. The depth d
curves extrapolated to infinity with an exponential tail we
integrated up to infinity. With this normalization, the obse
vation of the dose in the build-up region~up to the maximum
dose!will be referred to as the build-up test, NAbuild-up.

In addition, a different approach was used to examine
depth doses in water that allowed us to look more closel
the build-up region. We have taken the logarithmic derivat
with respect to depth (x) of the depth doses in waterD(x).
We will refer to the result as the quantity LDbuild-up as fol-
lows:

LDbuild-up5
d ln D~x!

dx
5

D8~x!

D~x!
. ~1!

Clearly, if D(x) is rescaled by a constant, it would be of n
consequence to the logarithmic derivative. Consequen
normalization has no effect on this test. The calculatio
were also executed within theMATHEMATICA software from
the depth dose data treated as an interpolated function.
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 2, February 2004
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3. Dose normalization in inhomogeneous media

Due to the nature of the CF test, we will not require a
explicit normalization of the doses produced in inhomog
neous media. The lung correction factors CF have been
culated from the depth doses of each given spectrum~CF
test!. The CF as calculated for a given spectrum is define
the ratio of the dose in the inhomogeneous lung phantom
the dose in the homogeneous water phantom at the s
physical depth and for the same irradiation conditions~Fig.
1!. We consider the independence of the CF test from
normalization prescription to be a strength which protects
test from the introduction of any unintended bias and sim
fies its calculation as well. One notable feature of the CF
is that it is insensitive to electron contamination. Details
this claim can be found in Appendix B.

4. Spectral resolution

In order to determine the ability of each of the tests
uniquely identify a spectrum, we need to introduce a m
sure of ‘‘distance’’ between spectra for each test. In this m
ner, each test reduces the comparison of two depth d
generated by distinct spectra to a single number. From th
data we will be in a position to judge the relative resolvi
ability of the different tests.

The result of aD20/D10 test is a single value, and th
separationSD20/D10 between test data from spectrumi and j
is given by the following:

SD20 /D10
~ i , j !5UD20/D10~ i !2D20/D10~ j !

D20/D10~ i !1D20/D10~ j !U3200%. ~2!

For the build-up test LDbuild-up, the separation between tw
spectra was found by considering points between the sur
and the maximum dose~between 0.75 and 2 cm!. From the
points we chose the separationSLD to be the maximum value
as follows:

FIG. 1. The lung correction factor or CF is defined as the ratio of the dos
the lung phantom to the dose in the homogeneous water phantom a
same physical depth and for the same irradiation conditions.
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SLD~ i , j !5MaxxULD i~x!2LD j~x!

LD i~x!1LD j~x!
U3200%. ~3!

Similarly, the full region within the lung was considered
determine the resolution of the CF test

SCF~ i , j !5MaxxUCFi~x!2CFj~x!

CFi~x!1CFj~x!
U3200%. ~4!

For the build-up test normalized with respect to total do
we analogously defineSNA .

The robustness of two tests was compared by taking
ratio of the relevant separationsS.

C. Experimental method

An example of the application of the spectrum fittin
methodology suggested in this paper is included. The in
is to define a spectrum for the convolution/superposition
gorithm which will reproduce the data from a 15 MV photo
beam from a Varian Clinac 21-EX~Varian Associates, Palo
Alto, CA!. Measurements included depth doses in homo
neous water and inhomogeneous lung phantoms for fi
sizes defined at 100 cm from the source ranging from
33 cm2 up to 20320 cm2.

1. Measurements of beam data

The phantoms used for this investigation included hom
geneous solid water slabs of density 1.015 g/cm3 ~Gammex
RMI, Middleton WI! and inhomogeneous water–lun
equivalent slab phantoms. The total phantom size wa
least 30 cm square~ranging up to 40340 cm for some slabs
by 30 cm thick. For the full slab inhomogeneous phanto
the phantom material from depths of 4 to 10 cm was repla
with a 6 cm thick lung-equivalent full slab phantom of de
sity 0.300 g/cm3 ~Gammex RMI, Middleton WI!. These
measurements allowed the calculation of the lung correc
factors CF. The Scanditronix–Wellho¨fer water phantom sys
tem ~Scanditronix–Wellho¨fer, Uppsala, Sweden!was also
used for the ionization measurements of depth doses in
mogeneous water. The IC-10~Wellhofer Dosimetrie, Ger-
many! ionization chamber with an outer and inner diame
of 6.8 and 6.0 mm, respectively~wall thickness of 0.4 mm
and effective density of 1.76 g/cm3), was used. This corre
sponds to a wall of 70 mg/cm2 for the IC-10, which is com-
parable to the Farmer-type chamber (65 mg/cm2) used by
Rice et al.31 The charge was collected with a PRM mod
SH-1 ~Precision Radiation Measurements, Tennessee! elec-
trometer operated at 300 volts. The IC-10 was inserted
the phantom along the central axis of the beam at de
ranging from 1 to 20 cm in solid water in order to genera
depth doses. The chamber was aligned with the field cr
hair lines. The effective point of measurement30 of the cham-
ber was taken into consideration for the depth position
~upstream by 1.8 mm!. All measurements were carried
with a fixed source–surface distance~SSD! of 90 cm. The
uncertainties for the IC-10 chamber, based on the reprod
ibility of readings repeated up to three times, were less t
1%. The measurement sessions lasted a few hours. Som
the readings taken at the beginning of the session were
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 2, February 2004
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peated at the end to estimate any possible drift in outpu
the linac or chamber sensitivity. These differences were
than 1%.

2. Spectrum fitting procedure

The physical 15 MV spectrum data have been mode
for the convolution/superposition algorithm using the crite
of the CF values for a 333 cm2 field. Two energy bins were
selected as a basis for the modeled convolution spectr
The experimental lung correction factor CFexp had to be
matched to the modeled one, CFmod:

CFmod5
w1•D1

lung1w2•D2
lung

w1•D1
water1w2•D2

water. ~5!

The weights of the spectral components of energyE1 andE2

are represented byw1 andw2 , respectively. The dose in th
lung inhomogeneous phantom is labeled asDi

lung for an en-
ergy componenti andDi

water is the corresponding dose in th
homogeneous water. The numerator and denominator of
previous equation are divided byw2 and the ratio of the
weight w1 /w2 is set tol

CFmod5
l•D1

lung1D2
lung

l•D1
water1D2

water. ~6!

For the fitting procedure we used a constrained least-squ
minimization algorithm from theMATHEMATICA software.
Our objective is to findl, constrained to be positive suc
that the difference between CFexp and CFmod is minimized

MinxuCFexp~x!2CFmod~x!u, l.0. ~7!

The energy componentsE1 and E2 are chosen by trial and
error. While we have no definite method for choosingE1 and
E2 , the observation of the CF curves for a number of diff
ent energies offers some intuition in the selection of the co
ponents. One of the components is chosen from the ‘‘lo
energy regimen for which little to no dose reduction is o
served inside the lung and a higher energy component
which the dose drops considerably inside the lung slab du
electronic disequilibrium. Equations~5!–~7! can be general-
ized to include more energy components.

III. RESULTS

A. Simulation

1. Identifying spectra in water

Figure 2 shows an example of simulated depth dose
water for each of the theoretical spectra for a 333 cm2 field.
The normalizations of these curves at this point are left a
trary. We have included units but the magnitude is arbitra
In spite of this ambiguity, we are still able to extract use
information. For example, we can calculate theD20/D10 val-
ues and depths of maximum dose,dmax, for these depth
doses. The values are presented in Table I. As can be se
this table, theD20/D10 values are clustered pairwise whe
the high-energy component~10 MeV! of the two spectra are
weighed the same. Jeraj and his coauthors32 also observed
that depth doses in water were similar when the high-ene
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268 Charland et al. : Spectral discrimination in photon dose data 268
part of a spectrum was similar. Figure 3 shows the de
doses in the polyenergetic approximation compared to
corresponding ones generated with the component im
mentation for the same spectra and 333 cm2 field. The
depth doses in the polyenergetic approximation are norm
ized so that the dose at depth of 10 cm is the same as in
depth dose of the corresponding spectra in the compo
method. The polyenergetic approximation yields depth d
curves that differ from the ones from the component meth
in both absolute and relative dose terms, i.e., more than 1
difference for some spectra.

Similarly, the LDbuild-up test can be done in water using th
data from Fig. 2 but requires more analysis, including
calculation of numerical derivatives. The results of this t
are shown in Fig. 4. Evident in this figure is the noise as
ciated with the numerical analysis. Even with the noise, s
eral important features are clearly evident. First, a dispers
of the curves is observed below a depth of about 2 cm
closer look shows that the curves are clustered pairwis
noted before in theD20/D10 values, but still distinct. At
depths beyond the build-up, all the curves appear indis
guishable and approach a constant negative value. Recal

FIG. 2. Depth dose comparison in homogeneous water between diffe
spectra for a field size of 333 cm2. Depth dose curves are not normalize
The component method of the convolution algorithm is employed. T
weights of the 0.5, 2, and 10 MeV energy bins, respectively, appear in
legend.
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 2, February 2004
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the tail of the depth dose curves fits an exponential form. T
constant value corresponds then to the attenuation co
cient.

In Fig. 5 the depth doses from Fig. 2 have been norm
ized with respect to their respective areas under the curv
the total doses. We would like to draw attention to seve
features in this figure. The intersections of different curv
occur at various depths beyond 10 cm. In addition, all cur
are well distinguishable from one another around the ma
mum doses with the now-familiar pairwise clustering.

2. Identifying spectra in inhomogeneous media
Figure 6 shows depth doses in the lung inhomogene

phantom for each of the theoretical spectrum for a
33 cm2 field. Normalizations are arbitrary but are the sam
as those for respective spectra in water~Fig. 2!. Cursory
observation of the plots reveals a dose reduction inside
lung slab which is located between 4 and 10 cm depths.

We will use the ratio of respective dose curves from F
6 and Fig. 2 in order to produce the lung correction fact
CF ~Fig. 7!. In this way we created a normalization-free me
sure of beam quality. In the proximal area to the lung sl

nt

e
e

FIG. 3. Depth dose comparison in homogeneous water between the co
nent method and the polyenergetic approximation of the convolut
superposition code. The depth doses for the same six different spectra
Fig. 1 for a field size of 333 cm2 are illustrated. Depth dose curves for th
polyenergetic approximation have their normalization forced to the sa
dose at depth of 10 cm as in the depth dose curves of the correspon
spectra in the component version of the algorithm.
e first

7
9
5
7
1
3

TABLE I. D20 /D10 values and depths of maximum dose for each of the six spectra for all field sizes. Th
column contains the weights for the following energy components: 0.5, 2, and 10 MeV, respectively.

Spectrum

333 cm2 535 cm2 10310 cm2 20320 cm2

D20 /D10

dmax

~cm! D20 /D10

dmax

~cm! D20 /D10

dmax

~cm! D20 /D10

dmax

~cm!

1 0.1, 0.3, 0.6 0.672 3.3 0.662 3.7 0.666 3.7 0.690 3.
2 0.3, 0.1, 0.6 0.678 3.5 0.667 3.7 0.670 3.7 0.692 3.
3 0.1, 0.6, 0.3 0.634 2.9 0.630 3.5 0.636 3.7 0.665 3.
4 0.6, 0.1, 0.3 0.654 3.1 0.645 3.7 0.647 3.7 0.668 3.
5 0.3, 0.6, 0.1 0.576 2.2 0.579 2.7 0.587 2.9 0.622 3.
6 0.6, 0.3, 0.1 0.582 2.3 0.582 2.9 0.586 3.1 0.614 3.
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269 Charland et al. : Spectral discrimination in photon dose data 269
the CF values are all near unity since no effect is expec
from the distant lung slab. Therefore, the dose should be
same as in homogeneous water. The CF value drops in
the lung slab due to lack of photon scatter and increa
range of the electron in the lower density region. At dep
beyond the lung, the CF values are higher than unity du
increased penetrability of the beam in the inhomogene
phantom as compared to the homogeneous situation du
the lack of attenuation of the primary beam inside the lu
slab. The CF values also appear constant on the distal
well deep in the phantom. That is, the depth dose at de
beyond a lung slab in an inhomogeneous phantom is hig
and parallel to the corresponding homogeneous case.

All the CF curves are indistinguishable at shallow dept
prior to the lung slab. Beyond the lung slab, the CF cur
are clustered pairwise and barely distinguishable from
another. Within the lung region, dispersion among all the
curves is achieved.

FIG. 4. Comparison of LDbuild-up for the different spectra for a field size o
333 cm2. The component method of the convolution algorithm is e
ployed. The logarithmic derivative is shown up to a depth of 5 cm si
beyond this depth the curves in water remain flat.

FIG. 5. Depth dose comparison in homogeneous water between diffe
spectra for a field size of 333 cm2. Depth dose curves are normalized
their area under the curve. The component method of the convolution a
rithm is employed. The weights of the 0.5, 2, and 10 MeV energy b
respectively, appear in the legend.
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 2, February 2004
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The CF curves for the polyenergetic approximation of t
convolution/superposition algorithm have been generated
the six theoretical spectra. Figure 8 shows the result
curves superimposed with the corresponding ones from
component method. Dispersion among the spectra occur
side the lung slab for the polyenergetic implementation. T
polyenergetic approximation does not yield, however,
same CF curves as for the component method. This is
surprising when one considers that even in water the de
doses did not match perfectly~Fig. 3!.

3. Comparison of test-resolving power

Given two dose curves associated with two different sp
tra (i , j ), we have different tests that give measures of
separationS( i , j ) of these two curves. Each test will provid
a different value for the separation. Tests that yield a gre

e

nt

o-
,

FIG. 6. Depth dose comparison in inhomogeneous water/lung phantom
tween different spectra for a field size of 333 cm2. Depth dose curves are
not normalized. The component method of the convolution algorithm
employed. The weights of the 0.5, 2, and 10 MeV energy bins, respectiv
appear in the legend.

FIG. 7. The lung correction factors or CF curves for the six different spec
are shown for a field size of 333 cm2. The component method of the
convolution algorithm is employed. The weights of the 0.5, 2, and 10 M
energy bins, respectively, appear in the legend.
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separation will be regarded as being superior with gre
resolving capability. This advantage might be compromis
depending on the geometry/irradiation conditions~e.g., field
size!. In this section the relative strengths of the tests
compared.

Table II displays the ratios of the various separatio
S( i , j ) for the CF test relative to theD20/D10 test for all field
sizes. The ratios for the smallest field, 333 cm2, are all
greater than unity. The improvement for this field is at leas
factor of 1.5. This advantage of the CF test over theD20/D10

test is diminished as the field size is increased. This is
pected since the perturbation caused by a lung slab in a w
phantom is diminished for larger fields as the electron d
equilibrium is reduced.

In Table III, the ratios of the different separationsS( i , j )
for the LDbuild-up test relative to theD20/D10 test are shown
for all field sizes. The advantage of the LDbuild-up test over
theD20/D10 test is dominant for all field sizes with the ratio
often near 10.

The last comparison is for the NAbuild-up test relative to the
D20/D10 test. The ratios of theS( i , j ) are displayed in Table
IV. Similar conclusion can be drawn as for the LDbuild-up

~Table III!. That is, the two buildup tests NAbuild-up and
LDbuild-up with different handling of normalization are eac

FIG. 8. The lung correction factors or CF curves for the six different spe
are shown for a field size of 333 cm2. The polyenergetic method of th
convolution algorithm is compared to the component implementation~same
curves from Fig. 6!. In ~b!, a closer look at the curves inside the lung slab
provided.
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superior to theD20/D10 test. However, the magnitude of th
superiority differs.

B. Experimental data

1. Practical example

A fit between the convolution/superposition and the m
surements was obtained by means of the CF test. Figu
shows the agreement between the calculation with the t
bin 15 MV spectrum and the measurements for a 333 cm2

field CF experiment. The input spectrum for the convoluti
code used the 2 and 10 MeV energy bins weighed to 0.
and 0.267, respectively. Figure 10 shows the depth dose
water for all four field sizes (333 cm2, 535 cm2, 10
310 cm2, and 20320 cm2). At this point, the spectrum be
ing selected, one can choose as we did to normalize the
at a depth of 10 cm. The agreement between calculated
experimental data is within 2% for all curves beyond t
normalization point. Recall that the convolution calculatio
are seen without electron contamination added. The dif
ence between the experimental data, which naturally incl
such contamination, and the calculated depth doses yield
largest discrepancy near the build-up region. The measu
dose within the first centimeter depth contains larger unc
tainties and potentially accounts for the differences. Mo
precise measurements of the build-up region would req
extrapolation chamber measurements and is part of wor
progress.33 The behavior of the electron contamination b
yond the first centimeter for field sizes 535 cm2, 10
310 cm2, and 20320 cm2 is otherwise somewhat similar t
descriptions made for the same field sizes but different e
gies by other authors.5,17 This difference between the exper
mental data and the calculated data can in principle be
with as many parameters as needed.5 In our case, a third-
order polynomial would do the descending part of th
build-up correction. Note that this has, however, no physi
meaning. Further work is required to do a proper mapping
electron contamination of physical data to some functi
The depth doses in inhomogeneous lung/water phantom
333 cm2 and 10310 cm2 fields are shown in Fig. 11. The
agreement between the calculation and the measured da
generally good, within 2%, except again for the build-
region which worsens for the larger field.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Simulation

Both CF and LDbuild-up were superior to theD20/D10 test.
A detailed look at Tables II and III shows that when th
lowest energy of a pair of spectra was weighted very diff
ently, the advantage of these tests was even greater. That
say that these tests are sensitive to the low-energy com
nents of the spectrum, while theD20/D10 test ~Table I! was
mostly sensitive to the higher energy components. These
servations are expected. It has been pointed out that the b
quality index TPR20/TPR10 might be insensitive to spectra
changes in the range of 15 to 25 MV,10 in agreement with our
findings of the lower resolving ability of theD20/D10 test.

a
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The determination of high-energy components is diffic
since the mass attenuation coefficient is slowly varying w
energy.15 The rapid falloff with depth of the low energies wi
certainly influence the build-up region but is less likely f
depths of 20 even 10 cm. The high energies were not
pected to influence the CF test so much since the attenua
of high energies beam by a lung slab is less remarkable
similar experiment, for which the results are not shown, w
repeated in which we used the ratios of dose at depths
and 10 cm in water (D10/D4 test!. These depths correspon
to the lung emplacement in the CF test. Only to say,
D10/D4 test and theD20/D10 test had the same discrimina
ing power with ratios of separation of the two tests neighb
ing unity.

The density scaling34 for accounting for density change
is known to have some limitations for low densities35 and
does not apply to high-Zmaterial. Superposition model
have been known to overestimate dose in layer beyon
high-to-low density interface and underestimate dose follo
ing a low-to-high interface.35,36Attempts have been made t
incorporate electron transport37,38 and more specifically in
the context of the convolution algorithm.36,39 This implies
that it is not clear whether the discrepancies observed w
due to an inappropriate spectrum or to the scaling theore

The LDbuild-up test relies on interface effects. The interfa
here is the leading edge of the media. Due to this fact, th

TABLE II. Ratios of separations from CF andD20 /D10 tests,
SCF( i , j )/SD20/10( i , j ).

333 cm2 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 3.3 2.3 1.5 1.9 1.8
2 2.5 1.9 2.0 1.9
3 3.1 1.7 1.4
4 2.1 1.9
5 4.6
6

535 cm2 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2.7 1.9 1.1 1.6 1.4
2 2.0 1.4 1.6 1.5
3 2.7 1.4 1.1
4 1.7 1.5
5 5.5
6

10310 cm2 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.4
2 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
3 0.6 0.4 0.3
4 0.4 0.4
5 2.8
6

20320 cm2 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
3 0.6 0.1 0.1
4 0.1 0.1
5 0.4
6
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are edge effects which need to be carefully taken i
account—namely electron contamination. We have not
dressed this issue at all in this paper. As well, our calcu
tions of the LDbuild-up test depended heavily on the accura
of our interpolation of the discrete dose data and the com
tation of derivatives of these interpolated functions. Each
these numerical processes introduces noise into the com
tation which needs to be acknowledged. While such no
has not had a large effect on our results, minimizing th
technical problems will lead to greater efficacy of th
LDbuild-up test. Because of these issues, we believe that
CF test may well be the superior test for discriminating sp
tra in small fields.

The CF test depends on interface effects in an obvi
way. The CF test does not work so well for large fields due
the fact that electronic equilibrium is re-established. In fa
it was inferior to theD20/D10 test for the two largest fields
considered. The electron contamination can be neglecte
the build-up region of small fields, which makes the CF t
even more attractive. Blochet al.15 have exploited measure
ments in the build-up region of small fields exempt of ele
tron contamination, complementary to transmission meas
ments, to determine the high-energy components o
spectrum.

The CF test appears to also give useful information
spectra in the polyenergetic approximation of t
convolution/superposition code. Despite the fact that
polyenergetic approximation occasionally leads to ‘‘simila
depth doses in water to the ones generated with the com
nent method, it is not sufficient to guarantee further clo
ness of the two methods. The CF ratios for a given spect
were even further apart for the two methods. A full compa
son of the two implementations is, however, beyond
scope of this paper. It can, however, be said that other t
the lengthier process, the component method can be tho
of as advantageous for simplifying spectrum fitting. In t
polyenergetic implementation, iterative methods to fit t
data are often used to adjust the weights for the terma.
kernel, however, is not necessarily adjusted to the sa
weighting. This mismatch has no physical meaning. Furt
advantage of the component method is that the convolut
superposition can be better understood and ameliorated
potentially studying individually the behavior of each ener
against Monte Carlo simulations.

The NAbuild-up test, while superior to theD20/D10 test for
all field sizes, suffers from ambiguities due to the fact tha
depends explicitly on a choice of normalization. In our stu
we have normalized each depth dose curve according to
area under that particular curve. As this area has the inter
tation of total dose, we have normalized the depth dose fr
a given spectrum according to its total energy content.
have chosen the particular normalization as we expect i
be directly related to the total energy deposited in the me
and is hence an externally controllable parameter which
be fixed without reference to the details of the target med
Remarkably, fixing the constant total dose does not appea
guarantee the conservation of deposited energy on the ce
axis. The area under the depth dose curve in water does
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agree with the area under the curve of an inhomogene
water/lung depth dose when a beam with the same spec
is used in each medium. This means that a same unit flu
one spectrum does not provide the same total dose depos
on the central axis in water as in water/lung media.

Unfortunately, the criteria of nonambiguity are not met f
some popular choices of normalization. This can be see
the following thought experiment involving a common
used normalization choice in a situation which is not cli
cally relevant. It is common practice to force beam norm
ization at a certain depth, e.g., eitherdmax or 10 cm depth.
Such a choice makes it difficult to compare physically d
tinct situations where we expect dose at depth of 10 cm
differ. Taking this protocol to an extreme, in order to mat
depth doses for a 10 MeV beam to that of a 200 keV beam
depth of 10 cm, we would require an exponentially larg
small normalization factor. This is not a comfortable situ
tion and it demonstrates that fixing normalization at a p
ticular depth is not a benign process but rather impo
outside bias on the physics of the situation. From a m
practical point of view, we can see direct qualitative effe
of this standard normalization in the data presented in Fig
where depth doses are normalized with respect to total d
Here, we see that there is no single point where all d
curves intersect, and by forcing them to do so leads to a

TABLE III. Ratios of separations LDbuild-up to D20 /D10 tests,
SLD( i , j )/SD20/10( i , j ).

333 cm2 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 10.1 8.8 6.0 8.9 7.3
2 9.0 7.0 8.6 7.5
3 11.6 9.9 7.2
4 9.5 8.6
5 40.0
6

535 cm2 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 10.5 9.3 5.1 9.3 7.6
2 9.4 6.6 9.4 8.0
3 13.4 10.6 7.4
4 10.8 8.9
5 57.6
6

10310 cm2 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 12.7 9.2 4.4 9.5 7.4
2 9.4 5.7 9.4 7.6
3 18.0 10.5 6.8
4 11.4 8.6
5 319.0
6

20320 cm2 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 25.2 10.7 3.8 11.2 8.0
2 11.8 5.3 11.6 8.3
3 59.8 12.5 10.8
4 15.3 9.9
5 27.1
6
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ficial amplification of doses in either the build-up region
at depth.

As there are ambiguities associated with the choice
normalization, we propose a procedure for avoiding the p
sibilities of biasing analyses. In this paper we have presen
a number of normalization-independent tests in order to m
sure depth dose curves. These tests and other normaliza
independent tests have the capability to supply all inform
tion regarding energy spectra which is relevant to
calculation of depth doses via the convolution/superposit
component algorithm. This is due to the fundamental f
that the algorithm is linear and all results produced by it
equivalent up to normalization. Consequently, we can ca
late doses or energy spectra without regard to overall n
malization and only worry about fixing a definite normaliz
tion as a final step of the calculation, since it is practical
do so for calibration purposes.

B. Practical example

We have shown the results of our fit to actual 15 M
physical data to illustrate the potential for the spectrum d
crimination methodology proposed. In our selection of e
ergy bins and weights, we required that the small field
calculated data, exempt from electron contamination, agr
with the corresponding measured data. We obtained a s
trum that would fit both water and inhomogeneous lu
depth doses for the small field. As the field size increa
electron contamination is expected and a correction for
effect must be added. In principle, there should also be
account for the spectral change away from the central a
All these behaviors must be properly modeled and accoun
for in the convolution/superposition algorithm, but they a
not perfectly modeled for the work described in this paper
more suitable approach for improving the code is to follow
methodology which limits the amount of arbitrariness a
inconsistency, e.g., arbitrary normalization of depth do
patched with electron contamination5 and kernel inconsisten
with the spectrum of the terma. The 333 cm2 field experi-
mental data mean measurements in conditions where la
electronic equilibrium might not be existent. The issue
accurate measurement interpretation in those circumsta
will not be addressed here.

We have only considered two components for the sp
trum ~and three for the simulation!. This is an arbitra
choice. We expect our results to hold analogously for spe
composed of several energies. In all cases, the observa
that the depth dose for some single energy cannot be
tained by adding depth doses from other energies dire
guarantees that different spectra~unique up to normalization!
produce different CF curves.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented guidelines to ease the spectrum d
mination for the component-based convolution/superposi
dose calculation algorithm by making use of interface
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fects. While we have used these effects, we have not
hausted their utility in determining spectra for use in t
convolution/superposition algorithm.

There are still several questions which must be answe

FIG. 9. Comparison between the CF curves measured experimentally
calculated by the convolution algorithm with a two-component fitted sp
trum. The data for a 15 MV, 333 cm2 photon beam are shown, and we
those used for the fitting.

TABLE IV. Ratios of separations NAbuild-up to D20 /D10 tests,
SNA( i , j )/SD20/10( i , j ).

333 cm2 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 3.7 4.0 17.0 3.7 4.9
2 3.8 9.2 3.3 4.3
3 2.8 4.1 6.9
4 2.9 3.3
5 4.9
6

535 cm2 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 5.9 6.0 25.7 5.3 7.0
2 5.8 14.1 4.7 6.2
3 0.0 5.6 9.5
4 4.2 4.7
5 6.1
6

10310 cm2 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 38.0 27.9 52.8 22.6 26.2
2 28.2 49.3 20.6 24.5
3 29.2 22.2 29.7
4 19.4 19.4
5 69.6
6

20320 cm2 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 215.1 149.5 321.9 114.7 104.6
2 170.2 152.7 110.5 103.2
3 84.7 110.0 90.6
4 120.9 87.3
5 51.9
6
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one of which is the choice of appropriate basis of discr
spectra which capture the physics of the continuous spect
as defined by the dose we calculate via the convoluti
superposition algorithm. In order to implement a decimat
procedure we must have a method for determining the e
gies and relative strengths of monoenergetic beams w
will serve to model the full output of a realistic linac; mor
work needs to be done in this area.

We are aware that the convolution/superpositi
algorithm might have limitations in predicting dose, e.
build-up region and inhomogeneity. Better knowledge of t
build-up region is also needed. Definitely, there are m
tests that can be explored to identify spectra. As
test spectrum passes more tests, it should converge
the exact spectrum. Off-axis data were not part of t
study but are also thought to offer valuable information a
would be part of future work. A proper examination o
off-axis data will require proper off-axis spectrum modelin
of the algorithm.
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APPENDIX A: CONVOLUTION ÕSUPERPOSITION
DOSE CALCULATION

There exist many implementations based on
convolution/superposition principle for which the so
intent is to calculate dose as accurately as possible i
reasonable amount of time. The dose from the compon
convolution method is calculated from the followin
integrals:1,16,29

D~r !5E
0

E0E
V

m~E!

r
•EF~r 8,E!•A~r 2r 8,E!•d3r 8dE,

~A1!

whereE is the energy,A(r 2r 8,E) is the energy deposition
kernel, andm/r is the linear mass attenuation coefficient. T
primary photon fluenceF(r ,E,) is expressed as

F~r 8,E!5F~z0 ,E!•exp~2muz82z0u!. ~A2!

Equation~A1! can be rewritten as

D~r !5E
0

E0
W~E!• f ~r ,E!•dE, ~A3!

whereW(E) is a non-negative weight function. The functio
f (r ,E) represents the dose at pointr due to a monoenergeti
photon beam.D(r ) represents the total dose atr after sum-
ming over the energy spectrumW(E)

f ~r ,E!5E
V

m~E!

r
•EF~r 8,E!•A~r 2r 8,E!•d3r 8. ~A4!

In the discrete case for numerical evaluation, Eq.~A4! be-
comes

nd
-
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FIG. 10. Comparison between exper
mental and calculated depth doses
water for ~a! 333 cm2; ~b! 5
35 cm2; ~c! 10310 cm2; and ~d! 20
320 cm2 fields of a 15 MV photon
beam. The calculations by the convo
lution algorithm made use of the two
component fitted spectrum. The dep
doses are normalized to a depth of 1
cm. The difference between the ex
perimental data and the calculate
ones is also shown. The overall unit
of dose are scaled arbitrarily.
d
po
ro
la-

th
n

ke

es in

o-
s of
F~r !5(
i 51

n

wi• f ~r ,Ei !. ~A5!

The three-component method (n53), with only three energy
bins representative of the entire beam spectrum, is inten
as a faster alternative to the intuitively accurate multicom
nent implementation for polyenergetic beams. An elect
contamination term~EC! can be added to the dose calcu
tion, such that Eq.~A3! becomes

D~r !5E
0

E0
W~E!• f ~r ,E!•dE1EC. ~A6!

In the polyenergetic implementation, both the kernel and
terma are preaveraged over the energies. The equatio
polyenergetic approximation analogous to Eq.~A1! looks
like this:

D~r !5F E
V

*0
Eo ~m/r! •EF dE

*0
EoEF dE G•F*0

EoEF dE

*0
EoF dE G

•F*0
Eo ~m/r! •EFA dE

*0
Eo ~m/r! •EF dE G•d3r 8. ~A7!

We can define the averages of the quantities in the brac
by

m̄

r
~r 8!5

*0
Eo ~m/r! ~E!•EF* r 8,E)dE

*0
EoEF~r 8,E!dE

, ~A8!

Ē~r 8!5
*0

EoEF~r 8,E!dE

*0
EoF~r 8,E!dE

, ~A9!

F̄~r 8!5E
0

Eo

F~r 8,e!dE ~A10!
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FIG. 11. Comparison between experimental and calculated depth dos
lung/water inhomogeneous slab phantom for~a! 333 cm2 and ~b! 10
310 cm2 15 MV photon beams. The calculations by the convolution alg
rithm made use of the two-component fitted spectrum. The overall unit
dose are scaled arbitrarily.
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and,

Ā~ ur 82r u!5

E
0

Eo m

r
~E!•EF~r 8,E!•A~ ur 82r u,E!dE

E
0

Eo m

r
~r 8!•Ē~r 8!•F~r 8,E!dE

.

~A11!

Therefore,D(r ) can be expressed as

D~r !5E
V

m̄

r
~r 8!•Ē~r 8!•F̄~r 8!•Ā~r 8,ur 82r u!•d3r 8.

~A12!

APPENDIX B: LUNG CORRECTION FACTOR IN
PRESENCE OF ELECTRON CONTAMINATION

Both the physical doses in lung/water and water me
include an electron contamination~EC! term

CF5
D lung

Dwater5
DnoEC

lung 1EC

DnoEC
water1EC

. ~B1!

Here, we have defined dose without electron contamina
contributionDnoEC for both inhomogeneous lung/water an
water-only media. We make this distinction because
chose not to include such corrections in our calculatio
One may be concerned that this omission might affect
values of the CF test since it definitely has an effect
measured dose. We now show that under common circ
stances this is not the case. Rewriting Eq.~B1!, we can de-
fine a correction factor CFnoEC, which does not take into
account electron contamination

CF5
DnoEC

lung

DnoEC
waterS 11EC/DnoEC

lung

11EC/DnoEC
waterD 5CFnoECS 11EC/DnoEC

lung

11EC/DnoEC
waterD .

~B2!

The factor which determines the ratio of CF to CFnoEC is
essentially unity when either the inhomogeneity due to
lung or the electron contamination EC can be ignored. T
condition is met for lung beginning at several centimet
depth as the effect of electron contamination decays ex
nentially.
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